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Abstract :  The Internet of Things (IOT) is the net of physical objects that are embedded with electronics, 

software, sensors, and network connectivity, which enables these objects to collect and exchange data. 

People with visual disability face the challenge of selecting the items in the shops as they cannot recognize 

the objects in front of them. The existing system is not much useful, as it requires scanning of the bar code. 

It has a drawback because of device requirements and scan precision. Traditionally, assistance from a third 

person is essential in such cases, which deprives the user of independence. By using IoT , we are trying  to  

encourage the independence of impaired. When a person stands in front of a shelf the RFID detector will 

detect the tag the play the information about the item and also give navigation assistance to him enabling 

him to shop independently. 

 

IndexTerms – IOT, RFID, People with Blindness. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things is a warm point in the business with a special idea. Web of Things (IOT) is 

the net of physical potential articles like vehicles, building which are installed with microchip innovation, 

programming, sensors, and net network, which empowers these substances to gather and exchange 

information. The IoT permits factors to remain detected  at all across current community organization, 

making probabilities aimed at extra straight aggregate of the physical creation into computer-based 

businesses, and then ensuing popular progressed efficacy, accurateness and financial advantage similarly to 

compact human intrusion. As soon as IoT is inflated with antennas and actuators, the era turns into an 

instance of the greater widespread class of physical-cyber structures, that additionally consists of abilities to 

includes smart grids, digital strength flora, clever homes, smart transportation and clever towns.IoT 

characterizes a plan  identified with physical world, and sensors inside  to these substances that are linked 

specifically to web through remote and bound Internet systems. These sensors can utilize various sorts of 

neighborhood area systems comprehensive of RFID, NFC, Zigbee, and Bluetooth. 

 

II EXISTING WORK 

      In the mid 2000's, Kevin Ashton was establishing the framework for what may transform into the 

Internet of Things (IoT) at MIT's AutoID lab. Ashton was one of the pioneers who envisioned this idea as 

he examined for ways that Proctor and Gamble could upgrade its business by interfacing RFID information 

to the Internet. If all things in regular day to day existence were equipped with identifiers and remote 

system, these articles could be talking with each other and be directed by PCs.  
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Luigi Atzori and  Antonio Iera in their paper titled From “Smart Objects” to “Social Objects”: The Next 

Evolutionary Step of the Internet of Things suggested that long range informal communications ideas 

have been down to business to a few message organize settings, with  skillet from delay-tolerant to 

distributed systems.  Such suggestion addresses the arrangement of computed (and programming) stages, 

which can be abused to viably make and execute complex applications that require facilitate associations 

among objects. 

Rafael Pous in his paper titled Human-object Interaction Reasoning using RFID-enabled Smart Shelf 

suggests Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)- empowered ill-bred racks are getting to be normal room in 

widespread retail. These gadgets give real data about the thing's stock and area, yet little exuberance has 

been made to dependably identify humanoid association by the things. We introduce a unique method on 

actual human-protest collaboration revelation in light of RFID utilizing administered machine learning 

strategies.  

Chun-Wei Tsai, Chin-Feng Lai, Ming-Chao Chiang, and Laurence T. Yang in their paper titled Data 

Mining for Internet of Things: A Survey: The immense info produced or caught by IoT are estimated 

consuming exceptionally helpful and important data. Info mining wills no faltering assume a perilous part in 

influencing this sort of framework to shrewd adequate to give more helpful administrations and 

environment. It clamors similar mission excruciating to attach all on the earth made through web, yet 

Internet of Things (IoT) determination sensationally modification our lifespan in the anticipated upcoming, 

by creating many "insufferable" conceivable devices. 

The usual device use barcode technology to discover an object. For a visually impaired people will face 

difficulties to experiment any item through barcode scanner. Barcode scanner needs very unique scan 

precision. Visually impaired humans will face trouble to reach an item shelf. Through indoor navigation, 

this device will help blind humans to attain in which the search object or product is available. Ambient 

assisted dwelling era uses RFID tag and RFID reader to put into effect this clever shopping for visually 

impaired humans. Using RFID reader, blind people can  experiment any product and get details about the 

product.  

RFID tag and RFID reader will assist them to go looking any product and to attain that place. RFID tag will 

help to get the feel of the individual item. This technique also allows the visually impaired human beings to 

get the full bill amount via voice message. Visually impaired can upload any object or cast off a few item 

from the buying listing via voice command.    

 

 

 

III PROPOSED SYSTEM 

IOT innovation is utilized to help for all intents and purposes of  individuals.  The point is to 

empower a store-based Assisted living situation that gives clients a chance to cooperate with articles in a 

gadget less keen framework, along these lines enhancing autonomy and the shopping knowledge for 

debilitated individuals. Surrounding Assisted Living can be executed utilizing a RFID tag and RFID per 

user. RFID tag contain all the data of the protest, for example, item name, cost and so on and put away in 
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the server. Debilitated individual will hold a RFID finder, as soon he achieves the wrack where items are 

put, RFID indicator identifies the RFID tag and guides the label number toward the server. The server will 

send the data put away of the RFID tag to the clients PDA. In the advanced mobile phone the content to-

discourse change happens. The sound message is played to help the client in exploring and distinguishing 

the things.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. System Architecture of the proposed Model    

This store-based Assisted living system helps the user to communicate with objects in a device of 

less smart system; this improves independence and the shopping experience for visually impaired people. 

Ambient Assisted Living can be implemented using an RFID-Tag and RFID-Reader. RFID-Tag holds all 

the info of the object such as product name, price, offer manufacturer etc. and stored in the store’ server. 

Impaired person will be holding an RFID-Reader, as soon he or she reaches the wrack where products are 

placed, RFID detector detects the RFID-Tag and sends the tag number to the server. The server resolve send 

the information stored of the RFID-Tag to the user’s smart phone through voice command. In the smart 

phone the text-to-speech conversion takes place. An audio message is played to assist the user in navigating 

and identifying the items. 
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Fig 2. Sequence Diagram of the Proposed Model. 

 

IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

The capability of the visually impaired people to be self-governing and to carry out their day to day 

activity without any extra aid from a third person is the direct result of the use of the present-day technology 

for object detection and navigation. The proposed system has major scope in helping as it holds up morals 

of helping those who need help the most and makes use of enhancements in technology that not only helps 

them but everyone else who would make use of such a system. The technology that implements the RFID 

tags makes use of frequencies in MHz but the advancement in present day technology has made available 

the millimeter waves that have propagation of frequencies in GHz and have a larger bandwidth which can 

be used for transmitting larger amounts of data. The technology of speech to text and vice versa can itself be 

enhanced further for providing the better security through voice recognition. It makes use of the android 

platform to ensure that open source platform for easy modifications and to carry out any further updates.  
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